
Helping To Keep Your Floors Cleaner.
Phenix carpets with Microban® help protect 24/7
against the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew,
and remain 99% cleaner than untreated surfaces.

PhenixFlooring.com/Microban

• Phenix carpets are the only residential carpets
featuring Microban® surface protection.

• 72% of consumers recognize Microban as the
leading brand in anti-microbial technology.

• More than 97% of consumers want a floor
that helps to keep their home cleaner.

A wallet-friendly collection that looks great and performs
even better. Microban® surface protection helps to

protect against the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew,
so floors remain 99% cleaner than untreated surfaces. 

Perfect for homes with kids and pets!

POLYESTER

See how Phenix Microban® Polyester carpets
compare to other carpets:
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Phenix Rewards
All Microban® Polyester floors are eligible for Phenix 

Rewards 365 days a year.
FlooringRewards.com

*Available on Illusion

WHAT’S NEW IN 2024?
• Renewed fashion-forward design & refreshed color

palette
- 10 fresh, versatile textures and 3 new patterns,
 including a coordinating pattern and texture with
Mesh and Aura

- CouleurMIXX™ technology enhances color play
          and design adaptability, which allows the floor to 

 coordinate with your decor, empowering you to
 have the freedom to unleash your creative
 expression

- MIXX is the umbrella for which our innovations
 will reside. It stands for Mannington Innovation x
 Xperience or Meaningful Innovation x Xperience

• No Dye Lot - All PET fiber styles

• Easier to do business with
- Resetting prices to offer the most value in the
 market

- Open for business on major B2B Platforms and
 Connect.Mannington.com

- Better, faster service

Microban® Polyester carpets are constructed from our SureSoftSD™

solution dyed polyester fibers, which are:
• Exceptionally soft
• Stain and soil resistant, making them easy to clean and

maintain
• Fade resistant, ensuring this carpet won’t fade in the sun

The color is all the way through the fiber, like 
a carrot.

The color of non solution dyed fibers is only 
on the  surface, like a radish, making the
carpet dull over time due to wear.

Mesh  I  Link

Aura  I  Sunshine



ILLUSION
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
Featuring Phenix’s brand new CouleurMIXX™, Illusion dazzles with
its artfully composed tone and texture. Variegated, multicolor yarns
create a beautifully dynamic heathered look with an enhanced
level of color detail. Embracing a palette of dark and dramatic
shades including rich brown and charcoal tones, this 12-color
palette encourages quiet contemplation and makes the perfect
backdrop for a curated collection of old and new finds.
Available in two weights.

RADIANT
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
Radiant will easily elevate your space with its warm and welcoming
style. Its 15 beautifully versatile shades focus on soothing, nature
inspired hues ranging from crisp and clean to bold and earthy.
Radiant provides a wide range of options to create spaces that are
light and bright as well as dark and reflective, making it an easy
choice for today’s popular interior styles.
Available in two weights.

CABANA
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
Bring a splash of unique yet refined character to your space with
Cabana. Whether it is coastal, modern, or traditional, Cabana easily
blends with today’s popular interior styles. Featuring a classic and
versatile pinstripe motif with a luxuriously dense hand, this style
feels wonderfully soft underfoot. Bold colorations of black, white,
blue, and gray infuse the room with energy and personality, while
tone on tone colorations of beige, tan and taupe evoke a more
subdued, natural feeling. Available in 9 colorways.

OASIS
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
With its dense plush pile, Oasis blankets your room with a layer
of supremely soft and cozy texture, providing a calming retreat
from the demands of daily life. The straightforward, tonal finish of
Oasis embraces casual simplicity. Its 12-color palette is filled with
nuanced neutrals, including warm tan, classic taupe, and earthen
brown, ideal for creating interior spaces that are tranquil and
serene. Available in three weights.

Modern design is easily attained by combining these styles.
Intentionally varied, Mesh features an abstract grid design with
a hand drawn artisan touch. Its curated palette features warm
neutrals and nods to today’s most popular color accents -soft
peach, sage green, and breezy blue. These nine soothing shades
are paired with an expertly tailored, coordinating tonal texture -
Aura - allowing the consumer an effortless transition between
pattern and texture in their space.

COLONNADE/COURTYARD
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
Carefully crafted with all loop pile, Colonnade and Courtyard offer
a fresh take on timeless designs. Showcasing a textural stripe and
a classic grid motif, these patterns are an easy way to add subtle
patterning to any room and bring a relaxed, artisan vibe to your
home. The palette of 8 warm and understated neutrals creates an
elevated yet comfortable feeling.

Coming
April 2024

Coming
April 2024

MESH & AURA: A COORDINATION STORY
Style Trend: Revival and Wellness
Mesh and Aura are designed to coordinate a pattern and a
textured carpet. Boards feature the two styles paired together.




